Elliott Still Dreaming of Local Mallee Rally
Start
By TC Media

After purchasing a Can Am Maverick X3 at the beginning of the 2020 season,
Codey Elliott #686 who grew up on the edge of Lake Tyrell has had a life long
dream of competing at the iconic Sea Lake Mallee Rally, one he still holds close to
his heart today.
Unfortunately due to the cancellation of many of the local Victorian events in
response to the pandemic and other prior commitments, Elliott did not make his
offroad debut until April of this year at the SLORC ran Darrens Day Out.
In the perfect debut, Elliott drove consistently all weekend to claim a maiden
Class 6 title in 7th outright, and an offroad career which was ignited by watching
his local hero’s roar around Lake Tyrell was officially underway.
As a newcomer to the sport, Elliott who is known as Boots to his family and
friends just wants to go racing, and on Sunday the 14th of August he returns to
the track for the Sea Lake Club Camel’s Capers Nandaly 180 held nearby Pier
Millan for Round 5 of the Victorian Off Road Club Shield.

The likeable Nandaly farmer who also enjoys a round of golf, a hint of fishing and
camping along with a cold northern and chicken parmy at the local is well aware
of the history attached to the Sea Lake Club, and is committed to continuing its
ever lasting legacy for years to come.
Club stalwart Gordon Bailey has been instrumental in Elliott’s introduction to
offroad, his generosity, and time which coincides with his passion for the sport
and its future for all to see is second to none.
Elliott would like to thank his partner and navigator Brooke for supporting his
leap into offroad racing, along with good friend and fellow navigator Nic Clohesy
for all his time and effort into working on the Can Am, pit chief Jesse Parkinson,
Chris Martin who has been very helpful in building up the confidence to give
racing a crack, Darren Clohesy for the use of his car trailer over the past two
years, and the family farm (Tyrell Park) for their ongoing support and
commitment towards a successful 2022 season and beyond.

